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“PREY” 
written by Ben Franklin and Joel Morgan 

BLACK 

Then smoky, ethereal titles reveal on screen — 

“She wails. 

In the midst of the silent, lonely, lonely night. 

She sings songs of Death.” 

The titles drift away, forming the title “PREY”. A piercing 
loud SCREECHING noise begins to grow, and we… 

CUT TO: 

EXT. CITYSCAPE - EARLY MORNING 

A high view over a large city, golden sky brimming with an 
early morning glow. The drone of ominous ambience. 

SMASH CUT TO: 

INT. BEDROOM - EARLY MORNING, LIGHT OUTSIDE 

We see TOM, a good looking guy in his late twenties, 
sharply sitting upright in bed. Gasping for breath and 
sweating profusely, he rubs his bloodshot eyes. 

It’s a dark, modern looking bedroom with a king-size bed 
and expensive looking furniture. Early morning light seeps 
through the cracks in the curtains. 

TOM looks over at the bedside cabinet - he spots an empty 
bottle of vodka and two glasses, one with lipstick marks, 
but not what he’s looking for. He grabs at a packet of 
cigarettes, which he shakes open. Empty - damn. 

TOM leans over the side of the bed and finds a half drunk 
bottle of water on the floor. Uncapping it he scrapes 
around the bedside table again and finds an Alka Seltzer 
tablet. Dropping it into the water, we cut to a — 

FLASHBACK — A quick, treated CU shot of a mans hand 
dropping a Rohypnol into one of two cocktail glasses on a 
bar. 
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INT. THE BEDROOM 

TOM groans, and throws his empty water bottle to the floor 
and rolls over to embrace — nothing. TOM lifts his head off 
the pillow, surprised. 

There’s a KNOCK at the door. He gets up, and unlocks the 
heavy key on the bedroom door with a clunk. He greets — 

VINNY, as awake as a flat mate can be this time of the day. 

VINNY 
Going to the shop. Wants? Needs? 

TOM 
(yawning) 

I’m good. Well, not good but … 

VINNY tries to spy around TOM to see if anyone’s in his 
room. 

VINNY 
I didn’t hear her leave… 

TOM doesn’t respond. VINNY looks back at TOM, angrily. 

VINNY (CONT’D) 
I’m not getting involved in this shit again TOM. You can 

clean up your own mess this time. 

TOM smiles obnoxiously. VINNY gives him a suspicious look. 

TOM 
Get me some fags yeah? 

VINNY 
Those things’ll kill you TOM. 

TOM grins, closes the door and we cut to another — 

FLASHBACK — TOM smiling with a look of malice, at a GIRL 
sat on his beside. He locks the door shut, and unbuttons 
his shirt — 

INT. THE BEDROOM 

TOM goes to check the window. It’s closed, no one outside. 

He knocks on the door of the en-suite bathroom. 
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TOM 
Suzy? It was Suzy, right? I get a bit carried away 

sometimes, you know? 

Nothing. Pissed off he pushes the door open. It’s empty. 

CUT TO: 

INT. THE BATHROOM 

TOM urinating with force. He finishes up, washes his hands, 
and can’t fail to resist the temptation to look in the 
mirror before him. A bleary, tired sight. 

TOM bends over and splashes water over his face in the sink, 
noticing an odd silver comb on the side, and then rises 
back up to the mirror as we cut to — 

FLASHBACK — A pale GIRL, makeup smeared, looking blankly in 
the same mirror. There’s a sadness to her. - 

QUICK CUT TO: 

INT. THE BATHROOM 

TOM lifts his head and looks back in the mirror revealing — 

His tired, wet face. Suddenly there’s a piercing high 
pitched SCREECH. TOM stands for a moment in shock. 

A drop of blood falls into the sink. Then another. 

TOM turns to the mirror, blood dripping from his nose and 
ears. 

He grabs the nearest thing, wipes himself down then catches 
sight of what he’s holding — 

A sheer, white, women’s short dress. 

CUT TO: 

INT. THE BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER 

TOM walks in slowly, holding the bloodied dress, eyes 
scanning the room. 

His sheets cover the bed, an odd human-sized shape resting 
underneath it — 
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A FLASHBACK — The same GIRL sits on the bed, the shadow of 
TOM looming over her, as she appears drugged and confused — 

INT. THE BEDROOM 

TOM gathers himself, grabs a corner of the sheets, takes a 
deep breath, and yanks it away — 

There’s nothing under there. TOM jumps as VINNY SHOUTS 
through his bedroom door — 

VINNY 
Some smokes, yeah? 

TOM 
Yeah. Jesus, Vinny. 

TOM turns his attention towards a pair of high heeled shoes 
by the side of the bed. 

Suddenly there’s an almighty electrical surge, with lights 
flashing, the TV switching on, radio blearing etc. TOM is 
taken aback, unsure as to how to react. 

It stops. TOM draws a breath. Then, the bed shunts forward 
a little by itself, grinding on the floor. TOM’S eyes widen. 
He slowly and cautiously bends down and looks under the bed. 

Immediately poised to strike is a pale CREATURE with a bony, 
female body wearing an ill-fitting bra and panties. 
Lipstick is smeared over her demonic mouth and crude make-
up covers her eyeless face. 

TOM is instantly horrified. 

The CREATURE bursts towards him with unnatural speed, 
screaming with a high-pitched hideous SCREECH. 

INT. HALLWAY - EARLY MORNING 

VINNY walks along the hallway, putting his coat on, ready 
to go out. With his iPod earphones in, he’s unaware of the 
sounds of screaming and carnage in TOM’S bedroom. 

INT. THE BEDROOM — EARLY MORNING 

TOM against the door in sheer panic, attempting to unlock 
it, but it won’t budge at all. The CREATURE creeps towards 
him from behind, reaching out. 
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TOM turns, seeing the CREATURE just behind him. Before he 
can shield his face, it lashes out with its sharp claws, 
tearing half his face off. 

INT. HALLWAY - EARLY MORNING 

VINNY goes to walk past TOM’s door, but suddenly stops. He 
slowly pulls the buds out of his ear and listens closely. 

The screams from the room ceases simultaneously. VINNY is 
completely unaware. 

VINNY 
You in there mate? 

No response. VINNY shrugs, puts his earphones in, and 
leaves. 

INT. BEDROOM - LATE MORNING 

A clock radio plays in the background, to a series of close 
shots as the GIRL pulls on her bloodied white dress, ties 
up her hair, slips on the pair of heels and picks up her 
handbag. We see her only partially. 

She strides away - heels clicking - past the bed, where we 
reveal TOM’s battered and bloodied remains, wrapped in the 
sheets. The GIRL closes the bedroom door behind her. 

EXT. STREET - MOMENTS LATER 

In his own world, clutching a cheap plastic bag of shop 
bought items, VINNY nearly bumps into the GIRL. He hardly 
notices her, but manages to glance at her dress as she 
passes. 

VINNY stops in his tracks for a moment. Confusion turns 
into shock. Behind him, she is also now unmoving. 

VINNY’S panicked, and removes his earphones. He begins to 
turn around slowly towards her… 

SUDDENLY her neck CREAKS as she turns her head to face us, 
her eyes pools of black, and mouth widening as she 
SCREECHES. 

BLACK. END CREDITS. 


